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Hollywood’s influence on Soviet cinema  

In this essay I will look closely at how modernity and Americanism played part in Russian                

cinema’s transition to Soviet cinema as explained by Miriam Hansen in her essay ‘The Mass               

Production of senses’. I will then analyze Hollywood’s influence on the early Soviet cinema, and               

how it helped Hansen to develop strong arguments on the whole idea of classic cinema as a                 

vernacular to modernism. My analysis is inspired by the political and economic dominance of              

the host countries of these film industries in the first half of the twentieth century, and the reason                  

to why Hansen chose these two specific industries as sources of evidence to her exploration. So                

my focus will entirely fall on Americanization of the Soviet cinema in relation to the classic                

Hollywood cinema. 

On her attempt to explain the juncture of cinema and modernism, and how cinema studies play                

part at helping us to contemplate modernism and modernity, Miriam Hansen has frequently used              

examples from early Soviet cinema and classical Hollywood film as evidence to support her              

arguments. She used these two film industries because of classical hollywood’s impact on the              

Soviet’s studios and the whole film market at large. American films dominated Russian and the               

whole of Soviet’s screens as early as 1915, and in few years time Hollywood’s products became                

Russia's main foreign import. A lot of people in the Soviet union were obsessed with the                

classical Hollywood’s films for their stylistic classical themes so called American montage, and             

for the variety of genres Hollywood’s films offered - especially Hollywood’s fascination with             



lower genres as pointed out by Hansen on her essay. This obsession was accelerated by the                

concept of Americanism that Hollywood had portrayed in its films, and in a way it influenced the                 

direction that Russian films had to take in relation to the modern times in the film industry. 

Hansen’s perception on the concept of modernity in relation to classical cinema has given rise to                

a number of discussions. She has approached her analysis of this concept using two perspectives,               

which have not only provided her with strong and compelling arguments but also made her essay                

so resourceful as far as film analysis is concerned. Hansen’s first view explores the idea of how                 

cinema is affected by modernity, and her secondary outlook points at how modernity and              

modernism have been affected by classical cinema. With a lot evidence from the Soviet cinema,               

Hansen points out in one of the passages saying ‘the dynamics of Americanism and Soviet films                

urge us to reconsider the relationship between classical cinema and modernism’ (paragraph 6),             

entailing that classical cinema goes head to head with modernism. This is because movies can               

influence people’s behaviour as they provide them with the idea of how their so called ‘dream                

life’ would have been. 

Hansen has done further exploration on the concept of Americanization of Russian cinema and              

how it relates to the whole subject of the juncture of cinema and modernism. In her essay,                 

Hansen has explained how the demand for hollywood’s products by Soviets had propelled the              

direction that the Soviet cinema had to take. Hollywood attracted attention internationally            

because it looked at what the mind really wants, and in a way help people understand the                 

conditions of their lives. This helped Hollywood to maintain its dominance as Hansen mentions              

in one of the paragraphs ‘Hollywood sustained on the international market not because of its               

power financially but its quality’. She goes further explaining how Soviet cinema industry started              



using the classical American principles in producing films, whose genres also changed to reflect              

the Hollywood’s culture - Soviet film makers switched to cinematic pulp fiction. Other aspects              

included the introduction of sound technology that had to be learnt from Hollywood as it was                

unfamiliar to Soviet cinema. Her statement ‘hyperbolically speaking, one might say that Russian             

cinema became Soviet cinema through the process of Americanization’ (paragraph 4) clearly            

shows classical hollywood’s influence on the Soviet cinema.  

To explain the concept of Americanism in relation to the Soviet cinema, Hansen had to explore                

the historic side of the Soviet cinema, and then dig deeper to explore Hollywood’s contribution               

to this change. Despite of the United States’ rivalry and negative political affiliations with the               

Soviet union in early twentieth century, their film industries worked closely on multiple             

occasions. The Soviets had provided Hollywood with an assured market that enabled the             

American film industry to grow rapidly, while the Soviet cinema benefitted from the adaptation              

of some of the elements of the classical Hollywood. As Hansen pointed out that Soviet’s films                

were broken down according to the American principles of continuity editing from closer             

framing, breakdown of diegetic space to a faster cutting rate. Some producers of Soviet cinema               

such as Vladimir Gardin, Ivan Perestiani and Ceslav Sabinskij went even further by indulging              

American accents in some of their movies. This adaptation to Americanism by the Soviet cinema               

has proven Hansen point of cinema’s influence towards the whole concept of modernity and              

modernism. and just like every other good writer who uses evidence to draw-in readers, Hansen               

uses early Soviet cinema to guide her readers into the focus of her discussion of the hegemonic                 

modernity in the mid-twentieth century (from 1920s through 1950s). 



Miriam Hansen’s essay of ‘The Mass Production of Senses’ has generally impacted the study of               

film analysis and mass culture in a number ways, and for that it has attracted a lot of analysis on                    

the classical Hollywood cinema. From what constitutes Hollywood power on a global scale,             

hollywood’s impact on other cultures, why hollywood wanted to spread their films and to              

hollywood’s fulfillment of the American dream (there’s a residence between the American            

dream and the Hollywood story), Hansen has explored different phenomenons and with the help              

of evidence she has been able to make compelling arguments to her readers. This thereforth               

concludes the concept of Americanization of Soviet cinema and how this relates to modernity. 
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